We propose a method for synthesizing an undistorted highresolution image of a lecture room. A certain degree of high-resolution videos can be captured using commercially available high-resolution cameras. However, the resolution of objects captured by these cameras is not enough for viewers of a lecture video. To get sufficient high-resolution lecture videos, we synthesize multiple images captured by low cost cameras using a planar perspective projection. However, lecturers are distorted by the projection because they are not planar objects and do not exist on planar objects in a lecture room. To get an undistorted figure of a lecturer, we introduce a fixed-viewpoint projection using a lecturer tracking camera. As a result, we could get more high-resolution images including an undistorted figure of a lecturer than ones captured by a standard high-resolution camera.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a lot of researches on automatic lecture archiving in higher educational facilities have been conducted [1, 2] for learners who are interested in a subject of the lecture and for lecturers who consider improving their lectures. In these researches, a lecturer, handwritings on white-boards and slides on screens for projectors are automatically captured by multiple cameras which have been installed in a lecture room. Each object is captured by a respective camera which is controlled due to a variety of situations of each lecture. After the lecture, one scene at a certain time on a video is selected from recorded multiple videos and merged into one video stream by determinate rules. On the other hand, viewers of a lecture video have a variety of purposes, so a merged lecture video based on determinate rules does not necessarily satisfy all of the viewers' purposes.
One of the solutions of this problem is to capture all of the objects in a lecture room into a high-resolution image of a lecture video. Viewers of the lecture video can clip and view their most necessary area in the video image. However, the resolution of objects in the clipped area is not sufficient for reading facial expression of a lecturer, handwritings, and texts on slides because a lecture room is relatively wide for an image of a standard high-resolution camera.
To achieve sufficient resolution, we synthesize images captured by multiple standard-resolution cameras based on features of a lecture room. Because a lot of objects in a lecture room: walls, white-boards, and screens are planar objects, we can apply the planar perspective projection to the multiple images of these planar objects. A planar perspective projection is also called a homography.
On the other hand, because lecturers are not planar and do not exist on a planar object, a figure of them is unnaturally distorted if a homography is applied to an images of them. In order to synthesize an undistorted and a high-resolution image of a lecture room including a figure of a lecturer, we need to apply two different synthesizing methods to a planar objects and a lecturer, respectively.
In section 2, we explain related researches about synthesizing lecture videos. In section 3, a method for synthesizing high-resolution and undistorted videos including a figure of a lecturer by applying two types of projections to images of objects is described. A result of our experiments for estimating how resolution of a synthesized image is improved without distortion is explained in section 4. In section 5, we conclude our method.
RELATED WORKS
We consider a method for synthesizing a panoramic image in a lecture room of universities whose size is about 10-meter square. There are three types of important objects in a lecture room: planar objects such as screens for a projector and a whiteboard, a lecturer, and other equipments. Screens and a whiteboard show relevant characters and figures about contents of a lecture. A lecturer is the most important information source in a lecture room. Other equipments in a lecture room such as walls and lecturer's desk of a lecture room are also important to users of lecture videos because relevance between planar objects and a lecturer can be easily comprehended by viewing these other equipments.
As examples of methods for synthesizing a panoramic image of a lecture room, conventional methods based on a homography are applied to the overlapped multiple images of lecture images [3, 4] . In these methods, all of the objects in a lecture room are treated as planar objects. But, in fact, lecturers are not planar and do not exist on planar objects in a lecture room. Therefore, a figure of a lecturer projected by conventional methods based on only a homography looks artificial and distorted.
SYNTHESIZING A HIGH-RESOLUTION IMAGE
In order to avoid an artifact and distortion of a figure of a lecturer, we use two types of projection: a homography and a fixed-viewpoint projection. Because screens for a projector and a whiteboard are planar objects, images of them captured during a lecture can be projected by a homography. A lecturer, who walks around during a lecture, is captured by a fixed-viewpoint tracking camera. An image of a lecturer captured by a fixed-viewpoint camera is easily projected on other image spaces of the identical camera with other direction. Because background equipments are not changed during a lecture, we capture them using a lecturer tracking camera, whose viewpoint is fixed, and synthesize a high-resolution background image in advance of a lecture. We can easily synthesize a lecturer's image with background equipments' image because these images are captured by the same fixed-viewpoint camera.
In our method, all of the images captured by each camera are projected to an identical image space of the fixed-viewpoint lecturer tracking camera which is directed to the front of the lecture room. The image space is illustrated in Fig.1 as a dashed rectangle. In this section, we explain a method for synthesizing a high-resolution image by a combination of a homography and fixed-viewpoint projection of images capturing planar objects and a lecturer onto the image space.
Homography induced by planar objects
In the situation that camera and saw a plane , when a point on the is projected to point on the image captured by and the same point is projected to point on the image captured by respectively, the homogeneous coordinates of these and have the following relationships:
.
(1) where
Fig.1. Projections into a particular image space.
and are intrinsic matrices of and respectively. and are rotation matrix and translation vector respectively from a viewpoint of to a viewpoint of . is a distance between and a plane . A homography matrix H is calculated by corresponding four points on a plane in an image and using equation (1) . Once H is calculated, all of the points on a plane in an image are projected to corresponding points on an image . In this framework, we can synthesize a wide-angle image using multiple images.
We assume that screens for a projector and a whiteboard in a lecture room are planar. When is the number of fixed camera for planar objects, an image captured by a camera can be projected to arbitrary viewpoint's image by a homography without any distortion. When we select the image for destination image of projection, a point on an image can be projected to a point on the image using a homography matrix , which projects a point from to . .
Fixed-viewpoint projection of a lecturer's image
When translation vector in equation (2) equals to zero, a following equation derives:
This situation occurs when a camera's viewpoint is fixed. An image can be projected to an image captured by using even though an object is not planar. Therefore, in order to generate an undistorted figure of a lecturer, we installed a fixed-viewpoint tracking camera on the backward of the lecture room. A home direction of the axis of lens of the camera is set toward to the front of the lecture room. A point of a lecturer image captured by a fixed-viewpoint camera , whose pan angle is P and tilt angle is T , can be projected to a point on the image , which is captured when the camera is home position using equation (5) .
. (5) where , , and .
Synthesizing a high-resolution image
We have to synthesize a high-resolution image using images of background equipments, planar objects and a lecturer. A point on an image for background equipments, a point on an image for planar objects and a point on an image for a lecturer are projected to an identical objective image space by their own projection matrix. A point on an image is a result for applying a homography matrix to a point on an image corresponding to a point L on a lecturer. The point is different from the point on the image because a point L on a lecturer in world coordinates is not on the same plane of planar objects. To avoid the problem, angle of view of a lecture camera is set little wide and a location of is replaced by a value of corresponding pixel in a figure of a lecturer. In these projections, values of pixels, which are projected to the same location on an image , are blended in order to have smooth translation between two images.
EXPERIMENTS

Implements of our method
We implemented a system based on our method in a lecture room of the Academic Center for Computing and Media Studies, Kyoto University. Then we estimated how the resolution of a lecture video is improved, and how misalignment error occurs at the overlapped region.
The overhead view of our lecture room is shown in Fig.2 . The measurements of the lecture room are 14-m width x 9.8-m depth x 3.2-m height. The capacity of the lecture room is about one hundred students. Three screens for a projector are installed on the front wall of the lecture room, and a whiteboard is located by the side of these screens. Camera (1) Camera (2) Camera(3) Camera(4) Fig.4 . Example image of planar objects.
We use IEEE1394 cameras ''Scorpion'' produced by PointGrey, Inc. for capturing objects in the lecture room. An example image captured by a lecturer tracking camera with fixed-viewpoint camera (camera (0)) is shown in Fig.3 . Four cameras from camera (1) to camera (4) are fixedlymounted for capturing planar objects. Example images captured by these cameras are shown in Fig.4 . Whereas a lecture tracking camera capture an image at 800x600 pixels resolution by 15 fps, cameras for planar objects capture images at 1280x960 pixels resolution by1.875 fps due to a restriction of our equipments. In order to realize pseudo 15 fps for planar objects' camera, we recorded image sequences of the cameras by 15 fps while the images were updated by 1.875 fps.
In order to hold on a center of the lens of a lecturer tracking camera, we mount the camera on the PTU-D46 Nodal Gimbal which is a pan-tilt unit produced by Directed Perception, Inc. and applied the method proposed by [5] . A lecturer tracking camera is automatically controlled by an existing method [6] , which controls pan-tilt cameras in a lecture room based on the situations of a lecture room.
Estimation of resolution and misalignment
The resolution of a standard high-resolution camera has 1980x1080 pixels resolution, so that a lecturer's area in the image has 600x450 pixels resolution and screens' area in the image has 520x380 pixels resolution. On the other hand, the synthesized image by our method has 3831x1936 pixels resolution, so that resolution of a lecturer's area and screens' area in the image has 800x600 pixels resolution and 1100x850 pixels resolution respectively. An example image synthesized by our method is shown in Fig.5 . That is to say, in respect of resolution of a lecturer's area, the synthesized image has 1.3 times as high resolution as the image of a standard high-resolution camera, and in respect of resolution of screens for a projector, the synthesized image has 2.1 times as high resolution as the image of a standard high-resolution camera.
We estimated a degree of misalignment error of the synthesized image. An example of a boundary between a lecturer's area and planar object's area is shown in Fig.6 . There are some misalignment errors of a few pixels, but it is confirmed that we can read the Japanese character without any difficulties.
CONCLUSION
In order to synthesize an undistorted high-resolution image of a lecture room, we introduced two types of projection methods. One is a homography for planar objects: screens for a projector, and a whiteboard. The other is a fixedviewpoint projection for a lecturer using a tracking camera which has a fixed center of lens. Synthesized images by our implements in our lecture room had from 1.3 to 2.1 times as high resolution as that of standard high-resolution images. Misalignment error in synthesized images was negligible for human eyesight. 
